Racks
REFK SERIES ECONOMY
KNOCKDOWN RACK
- Standard 19”panel width (22” overall)
- 24”usable depth (24.5” overall)
- Includes 4 infinitely adjustable combination
rack mount rails with full EIA spacing, 4
leveling feet and #10-32 clip nuts for rails
- Shipped in a flat pack container
- Simple assembly with one bolt in each
corner to lock sides to the top and bottom
- Heavy-duty 16 gauge steel top, bottom and
sides
- 14 gauge black steel rails
- Finished in a rugged textured enamel
- 2 horizontal rail supports per side on units
42”or higher

CONTEMPRA 2 SERIES RACK
- Standard 19”panel width (22” overall)
- Comes pre-assembled with the following
components and hardware:
- 1 Contempra 2 frame
- 1 pair of side panels
- 1 solid door
- 1 solid top
- 4 full length, black, punched
combination rails
- 4 adjustable levelling feet
- type 10-32 clip nuts

CDF SERIES FLUSH LOUVERED DOOR
RSDF SERIES FLUSH SOLID DOOR

- Features lockable latch, magnetic catch, and
spring-loaded hinge pins for easy installation
- Opens either left or right by inverting
- Allows full access to space between panel
rails
- Mounts within the panel space flush with the
rack frame

- Constructed of 16 gauge steel
- Fits either front or back of frame
- Quick release hinge design allows for easy
installation adn removal.
- Features lockablr batch

LIGHT DUTY RELAY RACK

HEAVY DUTY RELAY RACK

RSDL SERIES FLUSH LOUVERED DOOR

- Features lockable latch, magnetic catch, and
spring-loaded hinge pins for easy installation
- Opens right hand only with louvers facing
down
- Allows full access to space between panel
rails
- Mounts within the panel space flush with the
rack frame
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- Provides complete access ro equipment
- An econimical option to an enclosed rack
- W elded construction, painted black
- Engineered for use as a solid, single, free-standing unit
- The light-duty rack is constructed of 12 gauge steel
- The heavy-duty rack is constructed of 10 gauge steel
- EIA spacing (0.5”-1.25”0 is standard on front flange only
- Holes are drilled and tapped 10-32
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